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CS251 – Spring 2008

Assignment 7.v1 – Control, Multi-cycle Processors

Bill Cowan

I  Background.

This assignment is a follow-on to assignment 6. There you laid out the data paths and control signals for a
simple processor based on a stack rather than an ALU. In this assignment you create the control signals for
the processor and generalize it so that execution can be pipelined.

You had a variety of solutions on Assignment 6, and rather than each of you starting from a different
solution I would like you to start with the starting solution given on the Assignment web page. That way
every student will be making the same set of control signals. The solution is a small generalization of the one
required for assignment 6, where it is possible to transfer any register to any other.

II  Control Signals

The solution has a set of control signals, defined below, that are the output of instruction decoding. (It is up
to you to decide what input you need to generate all the control signals.)

PCSel. The PC can be written either from the adder or from a register. This control signal determines the
source for the PC: 0 is the adder; 1 is output of the MUX.

DXSel. DX can be written either from data memory or from a register. This control signal determines the
source for DX: 0 is the output of the MUX; 1 is the data memory..

SrcSel. A register transfer operation transfers the contents of a source register to a destination register. This
two-bit control signal determines the source register in a register transfer operation:

1. 00: PC,
2. 01: SX,
3. 10: AX, and
4. 11: DX.

RdMem. This signal is asserted (1) when the memory should put on its output the data word located at the
address on its address input.

WrMem. This signal is asserted (1) when the memory should write the word on its data input to the
address on its address input.

WrPC, WrAX, WrDX, WrSX. Each of these control signals should be asserted (1) for instructions
where the indicated register is to be written with the word on its input. The contents of the registers is
always available on their outputs.

StOp. This control signal is asserted (1) when a stack operation is to be done on the current instruction.

Question 1

Fill in the following table indicating the value for each control signal for each of the four instructions.

Ways of Filling in the Table. I used three different notations when filling in the table in my answer.
1. Many entries are simply known to be 0, 1 or X.
2. Some entries are just fields in the inetraction word, such as rd.
3. Some entries depend on specific fields in the instruction. For these I used C-like (Java-like)

expressions that evaluate to Booleans, such as rs==01.
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Hint. The PC is a little ambiguous. Most of the time it is obvious what to do with it, just write the
incremented value. But it participates in register transfer operations with one cambiguity.

• When the PC is transferred to another register which value should be transferred, the incremented
value or the non-incremented one. For this question assume the non-incremented value.

Question 2

For each of the control signals write a Boolean expression that causes it to have the correct value for every
instruction type. Use the table in the answer template.

Hint. Use I[3] to indicate the third least significant bit of the instruction word, or I[4-7] to indicate the
fourth through seventh bits of the instruction word.

Question 3

On a separate sheet of paper, using drawing software if possible, draw Boolean logic that implements the
instruction decoding you worked out in the two previous questions.

III  Pipelining

It is possible to do rudimentary pipelining for the simple stack-based processor: its instruction cycle breaks
naturally into two phases.

1. The instruction fetch phase includes
i. obtaining the instruction, and
ii. incrementing the PC by two.

2. The execution phase consists of either
i. putting the contents of one register into another,
ii. doing an operation on the stack, or
iii. accessing data memory.

The two phases
could be pipelined
as shown in the
diagram to the
right.

Notice that the
pipelined design
allows a more
sensible handling
of register transfer
from PC than we
had in Questions 1
to 3: now we can
easily transfer the
incremented PC.
The phases as
defined above clearly transfer the incremented PC.

Question 4

Redo the three solutions you found for Questions 1 to 3 separating the control signals by phase.

Hint. You will need an additional input (call it Phase2) which is 0 in phase 1 and 1 in phase 2.

fetch
Instruction

fetch
Instruction

fetch
Instruction
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Question 5

This pipeline has exactly one hazard. Describe it and explain exactly when it occurs. Describe in words
what you think is the best way to get rid of it.

Answer this question on a separate sheet of paper.


